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CLEAR 
YOUR 
MIND



Manage to succeed in doing something, especially something that 

needs a lot of effort or skill    

Organize arrange into a structured order      

Prioritize determine the order (series of items of task) according

according to their relative importance     



MANAGE YOUR MIND



What is Managing

The best definition of management was created by the 

American Management Association.

“It is the act of getting things done through others and 

having them do it willingly”. It is a difficult art, not a 

science, like the computer business or manufacturing.



Managing Yourself

1.  Ego

2.  Your Confidence Level

3.  Your Support Network

4.  Your Communication

5.  Your Emotional State

6.  Your Priorities

7.  Your Time

8.  Your Focus

9.  Your Energy Levels

10.Your Personal Well Being



EGO Management

The ego is one of most self-destructive mechanisms of a 

person’s character and his or her abilities.

1.  Concern with approval of others

2.  Fear of asking for help (want the credit)

3.  Comparing and Competing (to others)

4.  Constant need for more (greedy)

5.  Lack of presence (don’t live in the moment)

6.  The need to always be right

Only with your ego in check will you have the ability to 

reach your full potential.



Confidence Management

1. Look at What You've Already Achieved. ... 

2. Think About Your Strengths. ... 

3. Think About What's Important to You, and Where You Want 

to go. …

4. Start Managing Your Mind. ... 

5. Commit Yourself to Success! ... 

6. Build the Knowledge You Need to Succeed. ... 

7. Focus on the Basics. ... 

8. Set Small Goals, and Achieve Them.



Support Management

You’ll need a confidant, a coach

Someone to challenge you

Someone to guide and inspire you 

Someone who’ll help you see your strengths and 

successes 



Communication Management

The number one thing you need to learn to manage is 

your listening skills.



Manage Emotional State

• Exercise: this releases reward and pleasure chemicals 

in the brain such as dopamine, which makes you feel 

better. ...

• Be kind to others, because this helps stop you worrying   

about yourself

• Be open and accept what is going on around you. ... 

• It's good to talk. ... 

• Distract yourself



Priorities

• Collect a list of all your tasks. Pull together everything 

you could possibly consider getting done in a day. ... 

• Identify urgent vs. important. The next step is to see if 

you have any tasks that need immediate attention. ... 

• Assess value. ... 

• Order tasks by estimated effort. ... 

• Be flexible and adaptable. ... 

• Know when to cut.



Time Management

Step 1 – Write A To Do List

Arming yourself with a daily to-do list is one of the most 

effective time management strategies around. 

Step 2 – Remove Yourself From Distraction

The majority of the problems people have with time 

management are a result of being distracted, by websites, 

social media, or electronic devices.

Step 3 – Take Breaks When Working

Taking breaks while working is one of the easiest ways to ensure 

you keep your productivity high, this actually makes managing 

your time easier

Step 4 – Break Big Tasks Up Into Smaller Chunks

Virtually every task or duty you could ever hope to 

perform can be broken down into a series of smaller 

steps. Like brushing your teeth



Time Management

Step 5 – Find Your Most Productive Times

All of us are our most productive at different times of the day.

Day 6 – Become More Efficient

No matter what work it is you do on a daily basis, there is 

bound to be at least one way (if not multiple techniques) to 

improve your efficiency at doing it.

Day 7 – Accept Your Limitations

Even if you give a 110% effort, there will be occasions when you 

simply cannot get everything done that you wanted in any given 

time frame. 



Focus Management
Take a Break – Sometimes you need a break to snap you out 

of the situation you are in. 

Narrow Your Focus – When everything seems out of focus, it 

can be a result of trying to take on too much at once.

Take a 10,000 Foot View – Sometimes you need to see the 

big picture. Take a step back. Review your projects and 

priorities. 

Look at the Menu - If you don’t know what task to do, go to 

your to do list.

Match Your Energy Level – When your focus is blurry and 

you can’t concentrate, you need to match your tasks to your 

energy level. 

Start Small – Can’t get started? Build momentum by starting 

small.

Set Deadlines – Deadlines tend to bring things into focus 

quickly

https://timemanagementninja.com/2011/02/the-secret-of-high-low-energy-tasks/
https://timemanagementninja.com/2010/12/how-do-you-build-productivity-momentum/


Energy Levels management

Eat Well, Move Well, Sleep Well:

looking after your body will help maintain your energy levels so 

you can better handle the physical demands 

Manage Your Ultradian Rhythms:

Our bodies have an energy cycle that repeats every 90 to 120 

minutes, called the “ultradian rhythm.”

Take Regular Breaks:

Taking intermittent breaks — in line with your ultradian rhythms 

— can effectively clear your mind and help you reset. 

Avoid Distractions:
Multitasking drains your physical brain power by forcing your 

mind to switch tasks and expend precious energy resources. The 

concept of multitasking is a myth — it’s neither efficient nor 

productive.



Personal Well Being

Well-being is the experience of health, happiness, and 

prosperity. It includes having good mental health, high 

life satisfaction, and a sense of meaning or purpose. 

More generally, well-being is just feeling well



Personal Wellness Management

Spiritual Wellness

Spiritual strength is that force that drives us to make 

sacrifices for others, our nation, and the greater good. 

Emotional Wellness

Emotional wellness is building an awareness of and 

accepting your feelings and moods.

Physical Wellness

Physical wellness includes expanding your knowledge 

about your lifestyle and how food, good nutrition and 

physical activity can be an integral part of your lifestyle. 

Social Wellness

Social wellness is being aware of the impact you and 

your actions have on your community, society and 

nature.



Personal Wellness Checklist Spiritual Wellness
- Do you set aside time in your day for prayer, meditation, or          

personal time? 

- Do you set aside time in your day for relaxation/quiet time?

Emotional Wellness
- Are you able to make decisions/complete activities with 

minimum stress/worry? 

- Is there something you are looking forward to?

Physical Wellness
- Do you participate regularly (min 3X/week) in an aerobic 

activity? 

- Do you get adequate and satisfying sleep, and wake up 

refreshed? 

- Do you need to work on issues related to tobacco, alcohol, or 

nutrition?

Social Wellness

- Do you set aside and plan time to be with your family 

and friends? 

- Do you feel that your relationships are positive and 

rewarding? 

- Are you involved in group activities or hobbies?



Organizing

Arrange into a structured order



Ways to be Better Organized

1. Write Things Down

Trying to remember things will not help you to stay 

organized.

2. Make Schedules and Deadlines

Life is short, make sure you’re doing what 

matters to you most



Ways to be Better Organized

3. Don’t Procrastinate

The longer you wait to do something, the more difficult it will 

be to get it done.

4. Give Everything a Home

It’s easy to get lost if you don’t have a home.



Ways to be Better Organized

5. Declutter Regularly

Stuff does not stay organized on its own; it needs to be 

reorganized continuously and consistently.

6. Keep Only What You Need

More stuff means more clutter. 



Ways to be Better Organized

8. Stay Away from Bargains

You have removed the things you don’t need. Will you replace 

them when you see something on sale?

7. Know Where to Discard Items

Do whatever you can to get rid of stuff. Less stuff means less 

clutter.

https://www.lifehack.org/articles/lifestyle/10-things-to-do-with-spring-cleaning-junk.html


Ways to be Better Organized

9. Delegate Responsibilities

A really organized life is not overfilled with responsibilities, 

meetings and deadlines. 

10. Work Hard

Put in a little effort. Actually, put in a lot of effort when 

necessary.



Prioritize

1. Ask your manager to prioritize.

Politely point out everything can’t be Priority #1, since you’re 

just one person, and ask her to prioritize your tasks. 

2. Seek help.

Try to recruit help from others on your team, delegating some 

of your high-priority items to them if possible.



Prioritize

3. Do the task due soonest.

If your manager remains unreasonable, or outside circumstances 

have jammed two or more top-priority projects into your 

schedule unexpectedly, prioritize them by deadline.

4. Prioritize the most beneficial project.

If two projects come due on the same day and your 

supervisor won’t make a choice, consider their relevant 

value. 



Prioritize

5. Fix the urgent over the important.

Urgent projects trump the merely important.

6. Stay flexible.

Realize your priorities can change in an instant and be prepared 

to drop what you have to when you have to. 



Clear schedule

Clear work space

Support groupconfidence

Peace of mind


